Unirac’s unmatched commercial project support seamlessly integrates into your project lifecycle. Save design time on any size commercial project with customized system design and engineering. The UNIRAC Commercial Support team is ready to work together as you start your next project.

THE RIGHT TEAM | Dedicated Engineers, Designers, and Support Specialists

Your project doesn’t have time to wait, which is why UNIRAC has one of the largest engineering and design teams dedicated to commercial projects. Team scalability means that spikes in your project pipeline are not an issue. With hundreds of years of combined solar experience combined, the UNIRAC Engineering Services team will partner with you through design, engineering, permitting, and installation.

PERSONAL SUPPORT DELIVERED | 3-5 Day Turnaround Time

Projects are typically designed, engineered and returned in 5 days or less. When revisions or support are required, you have direct access to engineers and designers. UNIRAC’s commercial projects team of over 20 Commercial Project Managers, Account Managers, and Application Engineers work to get solutions back to you quickly. Flat roof, pitched roof, and ground mount projects are all supported. Take advantage of the flexibility of comparing multiple fully designed options for your project.

REQUEST SUPPORT WITH EASE | Online or Email

Use our online form with simple inputs and the ability to upload files ensure that the right information is gathered the first time, avoiding time-wasting iterations. Requests are fast-tracked to the design and engineering teams for rapid response. Email requests can also be taken. Submit to either UNIRAC.com/Commercial or to CommercialServices@unirac.com.

STAMPED DESIGNS IN MINUTES | U-Builder Online Design Tool

Create layouts, engineering reports, and access stamped professional engineering letters in minutes using UNIRAC’s U-builder online design tool. Design on a map interface, import Helioscope designs, and get ASCE code specific design criteria by zip code. Manage all of your projects through your account. Need further design work? Our team can access your U-builder project and start there.

FULL COMMERCIAL SUPPORT TEAM
STAMPED ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS
COMMERCIAL DESIGN AND ENGINEERING SERVICES
FIELD TRAINING AND SUPPORT
ROBUST AND DIVERSE SUPPLY CHAIN
MOST COMPREHENSIVE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

LET US SUPPORT YOUR PROJECT AT UNIRAC.COM/COMMERCIAL OR COMMERCIALSERVICES@UNIRAC.COM